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ABSTRACT T fi 
+h Tbe phenomenon of pressure rise in rockets has been discussed 
on the basis of r=CP= as the law of burning. An expligt 
expression for the chamber pressure a t  any instant has been 
derived and illustrated by a table and a graph. 
INTRODUCTION i 
During burning in a rocket the mass rate of burning i% eq~d to &e ma& 
rate of discharge plus the mass rate of accumulation in the chambea, -. $hat is* 
A 
(Ke~shner, 1944) - L\ 
Spr=C= At P + A( dt v p  ) 
A - 
(1) 
where S is the ares of the burning surface of the propellant. 
- -?) , 
p is the density of the propellant which is about -057-~059 Ib/ingfor most 
of the propellants. 
r is the rate of surface regression in in/sec. 
CD is the discharge coeBcient which is about ,007 per seo. for most 
rockets using smokeless powder as propellant. 
At is the area of the throat, 
P is the chamber pressure, %> 
pg is the density of the gas in the chamber. 
. e '6' 
dv V is the volume of the chamber available to ,$he gas. Putting =Sr 
a n d $ -  (@ )=o for a steady state and assuming r = C P  as the lswbfburning 
we get the steady state solution of eqnation (1) as 
1 I 
1--9% p',- i. . (2) 
where Pep is the equilibrium pressure, 
- - R is SjAt and p ' = ~ - - ~ ~  
Kershner (1944) has discussed the phenomenon of pressure rise in' rockets, 
a linear !aw of burning. In this communication the authors have 
discussed the phenonlenon on another equally d i d  law of burning viz. 
,,=CP& . ', 0 ,  
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We may assume p, =BP i.e, a constant chamber t e m p e r s t u m ~ ~ W e e h  
dose by Kershner (1944) in his calculations based on the linear law of b i n g ;  
Putting r=CFn and - - , - - .  ,' 
dv - .- l . - -- T*8~ i6 equation (1) -we get - 
i k ? ~ . ,  
f. .:' dl? I)jp'CPn C A  PSBV - dt , 13) 
BV 1 dP 1 Kp'C 1-n - 
- or - 
C , A ~  dt+* I-= GI Pq from equation 2 
l d t  
-- * - -  
putting d&('lz) . * * -  - * *  
1- 
1 - 4  BV 
i 
dZ 
- f Z = Pe, 
(1-n)~ At dt 
t 
dZ l - n  Cd ( 1 4 )  gr -f aZ=aPeg where a = - 
; d t  BV + 
The soIution of the above differential equation is 
.- .  1 i 
at I-a at Ze =P, e +A 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Applying @e %undary condition L 
I 
I ,. P=O when t=O, , 
i .  i' 
, 
l-e - (4) 
a Putting b= -- - Q D  At 1--n BV (5) - 
(6) 
* 
1 The variation of PIP, with bt for various common values of n (0.40 - ' ' 
0.80)is illustrated by table Land Figure I,- . - '  
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TABLE I 
Values qf PIPsP for various wlw of bt and n 
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